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QUESTION 1

Which option needs to be set on a LUN to guarantee that it cannot be affected by other LUNs in the volume? 

A. Volume Guarantee 

B. Volume Space Reserved 

C. LUN Reservation Disabled 

D. LUN Reservation Enabled 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has five Windows servers that are dual-attached, four Linux servers that are single- attached, and ten dual-
attached Solaris servers. The company wants a highly available architecture.A dual controller FAS3100 series with all
onboard FC ports connected to the fabric is being proposed. 

What is the total number of FC ports and what type of fabric should be deployed from the choices shown? 

A. single fabric with 38 ports total 

B. dual fabrics with 38 ports total 

C. dual fabrics with 42 ports total 

D. single fabric with 42 ports total 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are creating an acceptance test plan and the subject of performance is raised. 

How should you define what the minimum performance should be? 

A. You should look up the test results for a similar system in previous performance testing and use those numbers. 

B. You should work with the customer to understand their performance expectations and determine the minimum
performance they require for the application this system will support. 

C. You should use the published maximum performance specifications for this system. 

D. You should use the published minimum performance specifications for this system. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which utility on Solaris 10 can be used to collect information about firmware and driver versions for a Qlogic
QLAxxx/QLExxxx HBA? 

A. EMutil 

B. SANutil 

C. cfgadmin 

D. SANsurfer 

E. HBAnywhere 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Zoning by World Wide Port Name (WWPN) is deployed and a host HBA is replaced. Which zone change needs to be
made? 

A. No changes are necessary. 

B. The zone configuration should be changed to include the port to which the HBA is connected. 

C. The zone configuration should be changed to include the WWPN of the new HBA; the old WWPN will be
automatically dropped. 

D. The zone configuration should be changed to include the WWPN of the new HBA and to remove the WWPN of the
old HBA. 

Correct Answer: D 
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